
Wilfred Cantwell Smith

WHAT IS SCRIPTURE?
A Comparative Approach
Examining the notion of scripture in the
world's major religious traditions, this
creative proposal is valuable not only for
showing what it means to hold a text as
sacred but also for the light it sheds on what
it means to be human.

"It is a remarkable achievement."
-GEORGE RUPP
352 pp. $18.95 paper; $29.95 cloth
Available in August.

George Huntston Williams, Translator
and Interpreter

HISTORY OF THE
POLISH REFORMATION
Stanislaw Lubieniecki And
Nine Related Documents
The radical thrust, theological and social, of
the Polish Reformation is illustrated in
Williams' annotated translations from Latin
and Polish of ten core documents from the
period, chief among them Lubieniecki's
History of the Polish Reformation.
1008 pp. $110.00 cloth

Jerome Paul Soneson

PRAGMATISM AND
PLURALISM
John Dewey's Significance for Theology
Soneson addresses theological pluralism by
developing the work of American philosopher
John Dewey to show how a plurality of con-
flicting religious interests inevitably emerges
in human life and how critical thinking can
reconstruct them.
192 pp. $14.95 paper

Postage and handling costs are additional.

Garth Baker-Fletcher

SOMEBODYNESS
Martin Luther King, Jr., and
the Theory of Dignity
Baker-Fletcher probes the shape of King's
focal notion of human dignity, then evaluates
the potential and weaknesses of "somebody-
ness" for a contemporary theory of dignity
and for dealing with sexism, denigration of
black males, and gang violence.
160 pp. $11.95 paper

Elisabeth Schussler Fiorenza

REVELATION
Vision of a Just World
The author charts a new and provocative
course in the interpretation of the book of
Revelation. She recognizes not only the
ideological distortions but also the socio-
political location of the Apocalypse. In this
way she opens to the reader the world of
vision of this powerful New Testament book.
144 pp. $9.95 paper

Daniel N. Schowalter

THE EMPEROR AND
THE GODS
Images from the Time of Trajan
Schowalter focuses on the reign of Trajan in
the second century, assessing the complexity
of the emperor cult in relation to ritual,
to the structure of power in the
empire, and to the fledgling
religious movement
of Christianity.
232 pp. $14.95 paper ^ - •
Available in April. / ^ ~G$$^
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New Releases in Biblical Studies from

Jesus and the Last Days
The Interpretation of the
Olivet Discourse
George R. Beasley-Murray
Cloth. $29.95
What was Jesus'understanding
of the last days? Anyone
wrestling with this query must
brave the tempest of controversy
surrounding the interpretation
of Mark 13 — a passage on which
it seems every New Testament
scholar of the last century has
felt compelled to comment. From
Strauss to Schniewind, Perrin to
Drewermann, rabbit trails to
roadways, Beasley-Murray charts
the complex and sometimes con-
fusing paths of interpretation.

ws plainly where a full range of
cognate sources may be found,
and how comparative analysis
might proceed." James H.
Charlesworth of Princeton
Theological Seminary adds that
Evans's book is "more than a
map to terra incognito, it is a
helpful companion for all who
study Judaism and 'Christianity'
before the establishment of the
Holy Roman Empire."

Religion and Culture in
Ancient Israel
J. Andrew Dearman
Cloth, $19.95
"Culture shapes religion; religion
shapes culture." Valid for society

prehensive, and most useful
introduction toJosephus as the
key to the background for the New
Testament is Steve Mason s
book...."

— Louise H. Feldman
Yeshiva University

The Gospel According to
Saint Mark
Blacks New Testament
Commentary Series
Morna D. Hooker
Cloth, $24.95
Joseph A. Fitzmyer of the
Catholic University of America
praises the work of Cambridge
professor Morna Hooker as "a
balanced attempt to interpret

Noncanonical Writings
and New Testament
Interpretation
Craig A. Evans
Cloth. $19.95
Sound New Testament interpre-
tation depends on familiarity
with and understanding of
ancient primary sources. In what
is sure to become a standard
resource for students of NT inter-
pretation, Professor Evans pulls
together the essentials of date,
language, text and translations,
and general bibliography.

The Reverend Dr. Bruce
Chilton of Bard College com-
ments: "The publication of
Professor Evans's book is an event
of first importance for advanced
students of the New Testament
everywhere.... {This book}shows

today, this axiom was no less
true in the ancient Near Eastern
world. In Religion and Culture in
Ancient Israel, Dearman explores
this dynamic interplay in the
religious practices of Israel. For
any student of the living religion
of Israel and the culture that it
shaped (and by which it was
shaped), Dearman offers a cogent
and thought-provoking inquiry

Josephus and the New
Testament
Steve Mason
Paper, $9.95
There can be no doubt that the
best aid for understanding the
background of the New Testament
is its contemporary, Josephus;
and there can now be no doubt
that the most careful most com

Mark 'at every level' but primari-
ly from that of 'the evangelist
himself'— how he understood the
nature of the good news about
Jesus Christ.'"

Hooker's Gospel According to
Saint Mark heralds the reappear-
ance of Black's (formerly
Harper's) New Testament
Commentary in this country.
As the first in a series of replace-
mentor revised volumes—includ-
ing J. D. 0. Dunn, Galatians, and
C. K. Barrett, Romans (rev.] —
Mark signals a welcome new
standard in New Testament
commentaries.

For a complete catalog, call or write:

HENDRICKSON
PO BOX 347} • PEABODY. MA 01961
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139 Differing Approaches to Religious Benefaction: The
Late Third-Century Acquisition of the Sardts Synagogue
Marianne Palmer Bom

155 Santa Maria Maggiore's Fifth-Century Mosaics:
Triumphal Christianity and the Jews
Margaret R. Miles

177 Paradise Revisited (2 Cor 12:1-12): The Jewish
Mystical Background of Paul's Apostolate
Part 1: The Jewish Sources
C. R. A. Morray-Jones

219 Men Dreaming of Men: Using Mitch Walker's "Double
Animus" in Pastoral Care
Philip Culbertson

Notes and Observations

233 Paulsen on Augustine: An Incorporeal or
Nonanthropomorphic God?
Kim Puffenroth

235 Reply to Kim Paffenroth's Comment
David L. Paulsen
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